Activator: Answer the following questions using words and short phrases.

1. Click this link and skim the page. [https://www.coachella.com](https://www.coachella.com)
   What is Coachella?

2. ____ What does this puzzle say?
   a. Kill moe, I'm jih like hungry
   b. Go ahead moe
   c. This jont crank moe

3. What does the phrase "Moe" mean? Who says it? Who doesn't?

4. Combine the words Coachella and Moe together. What do you get?

5. Look at this flyer and make an inference on what Moechella is.

6. Look at this image and write two sentences about what you see.

Classwork: Summarize the video

Part 1: Directions: Watch this video and summarize what it was about. You can write it or record your verbal response.

DC protests: Go-Go music represents unique experience for District demonstrators
Final thought: DC slang
Part 2: How is Gogo being used to make changes in racist policies?

Directions: After viewing these images and videos, complete the questions and graphic organizer to help you craft a brief constructed response describing Gogo's positive impact in DC and beyond.

1. Write a good topic sentence for the writing prompt "How has Gogo been used to make positive impact?"

MoeChella: Rally to preserve DC lifestyle and culture

1. Watch this video and explain what the issue was and how DC's Gogo community addressed it.

1. Skim these other sources to find examples of Gogo's positive impact.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CBJB-R4hi9y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

From <https://www.instagram.com/p/CBJB-R4hi9y/>
1. Complete this graphic organizer providing examples of the positive impact of Gogo.

```
                      
                      
  Event:              Event:              Event:              
                      
  Impact:             Impact:             Impact:             
```

https://washingtoncitypaper.com/article/512625/long-live-gogo-the-movement-shows-that-moehella-is-about-more-than-music/